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ABSTRACf

This thesis examines the biographies of Jane Austen written between 1817

and the present in an attempt to discover how life writers have shaped the

reputation of a woman writer. While Austen's art is often compared to

Shakespeare's in its ability to delineate creal' life and charactert biographers h8ve

tended to deny her the worldly experience which they deem so necessary to the

formation of Shakespeare's art. Both these authors present similar problems for

life writers in that so little evidence remains of their lives, but the portrayals of

them suggest that in the absence of verifiable cfact" biographers tend to depict

their subjects in terms of gender stereotypes. In this construct, the occupation of

author demands worldly experience which is by definition denied the female

subject. This tension, between the need for experience and the perception of

femininity as necessarily innocent, is apparent in biographies of Austen written

well into the twentieth-century.

My investigation reveals that the Austen family's concern to maintain their

relative's gentility played a significant role in the way she was depicted. When

this coincided with the Victorian impulse to portray authors as virtuous examples

to their readers, Austen's reputation became frozen into that of a literary icon.

Not only did she become the saintly maiden aunt, but my study suggests that

biographers and many critics read the novels solely as drawing-room comedies,

and in the process often identified the author with her female characters. From
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the 18605 onwards some literary critics did challenge this image of sweet

perfection, but their views were generally not reflected in the lives of Austen.

Biographies written in the twentieth-century have not appreciably altered this

situation; only recently, for example, has a biographer chosen to depict Austen as

cranky and disillusioned by her lot in life. My conclusion is that the biographers'

acceptance of stereotypes of femininity, and their perception that domestic life is

impermeable, uneventful, and hence has no influence on the creative process, arc

particularly detrimental to the portrayal of Austen, both as woman and as artist.
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Introduction

Because literary criticism and literary biography often tend to overlapJ in a

discussion of the biographies of Jane Austen it is necessary to make a clear

distinction between the two. Both deal with reputation, but the former is

concerned with critical evaluation of the works and the latter with the life of a

woman who wrote. While the nineteenth-century view of 'good works equal good

woman' may be no longer prevalent, the relationship between the personality of a

writer and her art is still often regarded, both by biographers and their readers, as

a necessarily dependent one. Literary critics also have a long history of mining

the lives of authors in an effort to understand their work. In the case of famous

authors, it is thus not surprising that their literary and biographical reputations

tend to become confused with each other, and that a close correspondence

between the two is often assumed. For students of Jane Austen this is a

particular problem since for at least a century after her death the biographical

enterprise was controlled by relatives who were more concerned with

respectability and gentility than they were with biographical accuracy. Always in

the forefront of this activity was the need to establish Austen as an admirable

woman and, in the light of this, the issues of authorship were seen to be of little

consequence. Biographers who were not family members were also unduly

influenced by the attitude of unquestioning admiration and she thus gained an

entrenched reputation as a particularly virtuous woman. In the process, however,
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this perceptioCl of her became peculiarly distanced from her reputation as author.

Literary critics, on the other hand, were at odds on the subject of Austen

from at least the 1860s onwards. While many of them read the novels as

autobiographical, their conclusions about her critical reputation ranged from

delight in her tiny perfect world, to chagrin at her nastiness. This diversity

remains to the present, and while life writers were quick to defend Austen against

harsh literary opinion, only very recently have these differences begun to be fully

reflected in biographical writing about her. While the obvious distinction must be

made between biographical and critical reputations, such a prolonged concern

with Austen's perfection points to one of the main issues in Austen biography;

instead of depicting her as a woman who wrote, her biographers were repeatedly

trapped into recreating her as a model of femininity. Incidental to this portrayal

was the fact that she was an author, and consequently the only way to integrate

her art with her life was to read the novels as autobiographical.

The difficulty of dealing with creativity when women authors become

biographical subjects is not peculiar to Austen. One of the major obstacles to

this process lies in the perception that because it is :'pparently invisible, domestic

life, the arena in which many women have been plac'~d, is uneventful and hence

not formative for an artist. This area of experience i:: also seen to be impossible

to recreate or to examine; biographers are quite prepared to speculate on military

and political interactions, but because of its perceived insignificance, they are

unprepared to treat domestic existence in the same depth or with the same
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seriousness. There are thus obvious problems with women as biographical

subjects when large portions of their life experience is deemed irrelevant; in the

case of a woman artist the problem is compounded because this attitude

automatically separates her life from her art.

Recently critics have begun to explore these issues in theoretical terms,

and to suggest that the division of experience into the pnblic and the private, and

the identification of women with the private, is the product of the emerging

industrial society of the nineteenth-century. This was the period in which the

early family biographies of Austen were being written, and feminist critics are

beginning to relate these idea; to the study of her biography. Deborah Kaplan, I

for example, suggests that in Austen's case the concepts of 'woman' and 'author'

are in direct conflict with each other; the latter presumes a level of worldly

experience which is precluded by the former. In addition, since life writing by

definition deals with public identity, to emphasize the privacy of the woman

author's existence promotes her disappearance. Similarly, Margaret Kirkham2

concludes that the persistent emphasis on Austen as observer rather than

participant in the issues of her day obscures any connections she may have had

with enlightenment feminism.

I Deborah Kaplan, "The Disappearance of the Woman Writer: Jane Austen and Her Biographcrs,· Prose
Studies (Septcmber, 1984).

~ Margarct Kirkham, lanc Austcn: Feminism and Fictioll (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1983).
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In an effort to explore some of these questions, the thesis examines all the

relevant biographies of Jane Austen. Chapter one begins with an overview of the

biographies and moves on to discuss domesticity as well as the connections

between the Austen portraits and her biographers' perceptions of her. The

chapter concludes with a comparison of the ways in which biographers have dealt

with Austen and Shakespeare, with whom she is so often compared. Chapter two

deals with the family biographies of Austen, and Chapter three with those written

by non-family members up to 1932. Chapter four spans the works of the forty

years between nineteen thirty-eight and nineteen seventy-eight. Chapter five

discusses the two most recent biographies by John Halperin and Park Honan.

This study reveals that, in spite of the emphasis on the privacy and

domesticity of Austen's world, the issues raised in the theoretical discussions of

the domestic have not been reflected in Austen biography. With the best

intentions in the world biographers continue to measure her against a standard

which assumes the validity of a public life as the single most necessary ingredient

for inclusion in the ranks of great author. This means that the biographer is

placed in the position of apologizing for his/her subject and rationalizing as to

why great art should come out of such confined circumstances. The end result is

that exploration of the creative process is sacrificed to recreation of her as a

stereotype of 'author' which is implicitly male.



CHAPTER I: Jane Austen's Biography: An Overview

Some Brief Examples

In the broadest sense biography may be defined as the narrative of a life

which is lived by one person and written by another.' Implicit in this

generalization is the assumption that the individuals in question are worth writing

about and this decision is based on judgements about eventful lives and/or

accomplishments in politics, the military, religion, society, business or the arts. In

this framework it is taken for granted that an accurate interweaving of events a:ld

accomplishments is basic to the enterprise. The narratives of anyone individual

life are never identical, however; as the values and concerns of society change, so

do styles in biography and the lives of the famous are mined for a variety of

purposes when authors pursue different themes and issues. When the field is

narrowed to that of literary biography, and when that is defined as including only

subjects who are authors, the output is no less diverse. While the myth of the

artist as a 'special case' stimulates both the writing and the reading of literary

biography, it presents difficulties when the telling of the life implies an attempt to

shed light on the workings of the artistic process.

I Dennis M. Petrie, Ultimately Fiction (West Lafayette Indiana: Purdue University Press, 1981) 5. All
further references to this edition will be as 'Petrie' in the body of the text.
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Authorship is a private pursuit and since biography by its very nature

thrives on public actions, these frequently take precedence over inner matters. It

is also a truism that for authors in whom there is great public interest, any 'fact'

about the life assumes great value, and in circumstances where few details are

known, these may be elaborated and enlarged upon to the point where no

argument can weaken their hold on popular affection; they are an essential part

of what the reading public 'knows' about its favourites.

Biographers in general, and literary biographers in particular, are

frequently moved to challenge these entrenched views and the resultant diversity,

rather than leading to chaos, tends to produce fuller portraits. In making a case

for these alternate accounts, William McKinley Runyan. for instance, cites the

multiple lives that have been written of Shakespeare, Jesus and Lincoln, all of

whom have distinct popular personae and each of whom has been portrayed in a

variety of conflicting versions. On the basis of these examples Runyan concludes

that there is nothing in the facts of a life which uniquely determine any single

account of it.2

Not all public figures are the beneficiaries of such variety, however. Jane

Austen is the perennial victim of the pervasive perception oi her as a Victorian

'aunt'. While she is an author about whom relatively few facts are available, a

steady stream of biographers, family and otherwise, have chosen her as their

2 William McKinJey Runyan, -Alternate Accounts of Lives: An Argument for Epistemological Relativism;
Biography 3:3 (Summer 1980) 209-24.
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subject. While Austen's novels qualify her as a Ifamous writer' and an

appropriate candidate for biography, without exception those who write about her

lament the paucity of information and the uneventful nature of her life. The

resultant works are, with few exceptions, repetitions of each other, and the

received version of her sweetly and effortlessly producing works of genius from

under a desk blotter, remains relatively unchallenged.

The sheer number of lives written of Austen is not particularly surprising,

but given that critical opinion of her novels has not been unanimously favourable

in the one hundred and seventy years since her death, it is noteworthy that her

biographies have been so remarkably homogeneous. Since the late nineteenth·

century it has been acceptable to suggest that Austen's perspective on the world

may not have been narrow, that she flirted and was not a prude, and that

moreover her ironic view of the world may have made her at times a feared and

awkward companion. Observations of this nature have, however, only served to

prove the essential "humannessll of Austen and not to demolish the idealized

portrait of her; exceptions to the rule have been consistently viewed as

aberrations rather then definitive characteristics, and challenges to these

portrayals have only appeared recently. Joan Rees' Jane Austen: Woman and

Writer (1976), for example, reminds her readers that neither the Austens nor their

home lives were pictures of perfection, and she casts doubt on the traditional

version of the ideal happiness of the family circle. While she perpetuates the
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image of Austen as "Christian Stoic" J which began with Henry Austen's 1817

"Biographical Notice", Rees insists on her "tough rationality" and calls attention to

the "bracing dash of acidity [which] her family preferred to forget". The final

word, however, is reserved for the reminder that in spite of the mental toughness

and acerbic tongue, what endures is the impression of Jane Austen as a writer

who is endowed with a "peculiar charm" (Rees 199,2(0).

A more critical response to the legend is John Halperin's The Life of Jane

Austen (1984) which denies his subject the feminine appeal that Rees views as

central. In his version Austen is an ironic and detached spectator of life who

writes novels to dispel the misery inherent in her status as maiden aunt and poor

relation. Halperin suggests also that on Austen's death the family closed ranks

and that the personality that they portrayed of her was not the reality: "Surely

something was being hidden. Why else call her flawless? Could this life, could

any life, have been lived devoid of 'events,' of 'crisis,' of 'attachment'?lt4

This notion of family conspiracy is rather tantalizing, and it is encouraged

by the knowledge that Cassandra, Austen's sister, destrOyed and censored many of

the letters before passing them on to her niece, Fanny, the mother of Lord

Brabourne, who published the rust edition of the letters in 1884. While evidence

of this nature clearly suggests that family did orchestrate accounts of events and

J Joan Rees, Jane Austen: Woman and Writer (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1976) 192. All funhcr
refClCnces to this edition will be in parentheses as 'Rees' in the body of the texL

• John Halperin, The Life ofJane Austen (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1984) S. All
further refClCnces 10 this edition will be in parentheses as 'Halperin' in the body of the texL






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































